BACKGROUND: Frailty is a multidimensional phenotype that describes declining physical function and a vulnerability to adverse outcomes in the setting of physical stress such as illness or hospitalization. Phase angle is a composite measure of tissue resistance and reactance measured via bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA). Whether phase angle is associated with frailty and mortality in the general population is unknown. OBJECTIVE: To evaluate associations among phase angle, frailty and mortality. DESIGN: Population-based survey. SETTING: Third National Health and Nutritional Examination Survey (1988)(1989)(1990)(1991)(1992)(1993)(1994). PARTICIPANTS: In all, 4,667 persons aged 60 and older. MEASUREMENTS: Frailty was defined according to a set of criteria derived from a definition previously described and validated. RESULTS: Narrow phase angle (the lowest quintile) was associated with a four-fold higher odds of frailty among women and a three-fold higher odds of frailty among men, adjusted for age, sex, race-ethnicity and comorbidity. Over a 12-year follow-up period, the adjusted relative hazard for mortality associated with narrow phase angle was 2.4 (95 % confidence interval [95 % CI] 1.8 to 3.1) in women and 2.2 (95 % CI 1.7 to 2.9) in men. Narrow phase angle was significantly associated with mortality even among participants with little or no comorbidity. LIMITATIONS: Analyses of BIA and frailty were crosssectional; BIA was not measured serially and incident frailty during follow-up was not assessed. Participants examined at home were excluded from analysis because they did not undergo BIA. CONCLUSIONS: Narrow phase angle is associated with frailty and mortality independent of age and comorbidity.
INTRODUCTION
Frailty is a multidimensional phenotype that describes declining physical function and a vulnerability to adverse health outcomes in the setting of physical stress. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Multiple instruments to operationalize a definition of frailty have been developed and validated. 1 One index, proposed by Fried, defines frailty as the presence of three or more of five criteria: unintentional weight loss, exhaustion, weakness, slow walking speed, and low physical activity. 4 Using these criteria, estimates of the prevalence of frailty among independently living adults vary from 7 % of persons older than 65 years to 40 % of persons older than 80 years; prevalence estimates are higher among persons with chronic disease. [2] [3] [4] 6 Frailty, using this definition, is associated with increased risk of falls, hospitalization, disability and death. 4 However, diagnosing frailty in the clinical setting can be cumbersome, because most indices of frailty require a combination of anthropometry and physical function testing.
One technique to aid clinicians in the identification of frail persons is bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA), a noninvasive test performed by placing an electrode on each of two body segments (e.g., arm or leg) and taking a measurement of the voltage drop across these segments. BIA was pioneered in the 1950s to estimate total body water, but recently has been used to estimate other body compartments, and forms the basis of commercial instruments to estimate percent body fat. [7] [8] [9] Phase angle, a value calculated from BIA measurements and described in greater detail below, tends to decline with age, relates to the distribution of intracellular and extracellular fluid, and varies with the lipid content of cell membranes. For these reasons, it has been suggested that phase angle could reflect the overall integrity or vitality of living tissue. [10] [11] [12] Moreover, phase angle appears to reflect prognosis in populations with chronic disease. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Whether phase angle is associated with frailty and mortality in the general population is unknown.
We hypothesized that narrow phase angle would be associated with frailty and mortality in older adults, independent of the associations seen among frailty, advanced age and chronic health conditions.
METHODS

Data Source
We obtained individual-level data from the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III), a nationally representative survey of the health status of US residents collected between 1988 and 1994. NHANES III is a cross-sectional, multistage, stratified, clustered probability sample of the US civilian non-institutionalized population conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics. 19 The first of multiple planned mortality linkages was conducted in 2004, using a probabilistic matching algorithm linking NHANES III participants to the National Death Index. A public use version of the mortality linkage data became available in 2006, and contains months of follow-up and vital status on all NHANES III participants older than 17 years for whom sufficient data were available. Discussion of the specific methodology for probabilistic matching is published elsewhere. 20 The Institutional Review Board for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) approved NHANES III, and all participants provided written consent. This study was granted exempt status by the Institutional Review Board of Stanford University School of Medicine.
Study Sample
We identified all participants who completed an NHANES interview between 1988 and 1994 (n=33,198) . We limited the study population to persons aged 60 years or older at the time of their NHANES examination with BIA data available (n= 4,673). We excluded persons for whom sufficient data to assess frailty (described below) and mortality were unavailable (n=6). Persons who chose to be examined in their homes rather than in the mobile examination center did not undergo BIA examination. Excluded home-examined participants (n=422) were older (mean age 77.8 years), more likely to report non-Hispanic white ethnicity and more likely to suffer from multiple comorbidities than those examined in the mobile examination center. The analytic sample consisted of the remaining 4,667 participants (Fig. 1) .
Frailty
We defined frailty based on a modification of the Fried criteria. 4 Our definition adheres to the five frailty domains previously established, but customizes the criteria for application to NHANES III data.
1. Low body weight for height, defined as BMI ≤ 18.5 kg/m 2 2. Slow walking, defined as the slowest quintile adjusted for sex, in a timed eight-foot walk 3. Weakness, defined as present if participants answered "some difficulty", "much difficulty", or "unable to do" when asked how much difficulty they have "lifting or carrying something as heavy as ten pounds (like a sack of potatoes or rice)" 4. Exhaustion, defined as present if participants answered "some difficulty", "much difficulty", or "unable to do" when asked how much difficulty they have "walking from one room to the other on the same level" 5. Low physical activity, defined as present if participants answered "less active" when asked "Compared with most (men/women) your age, would you say that you are more active, less active or about the same?"
Persons with available data for three or more frailty domains were included in our analysis.
Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis
The Valhalla Scientific Body Composition Analyzer 1990 B was used to introduce a low amplitude (50 kHz) current across electrodes placed on the right hand and foot of participants, and to measure the resulting voltage drop across electrodes. From the voltage drop, impedance was calculated. Impedance is the frequency-dependent opposition to an alternating current. In biological systems, impedance is the vector sum of its component values, resistance (R) and reactance (Xc), both expressed in ohms (Ω). Resistance is directly proportional to the length of the measured body segment; resistance is inversely proportional to water and electrolyte concentration and the cross sectional area of the measured body segment. Reactance is inversely related to capacitance, which is the storage of charge by a circuit. In the body, capacitance results when regions of high conductivity (e.g., extracellular and intracellular water) are separated by regions of low conductivity (e.g., cell membranes). A body segment that contains a large number of cell membranes that charge and discharge in response to an alternating current will have higher reactance when compared to a body segment with fewer cell membranes capable of holding charge.
Phase angle was calculated as the arc tangent of the reactance to resistance ratio. Phase angle can range in theory from 0 to 90°: 0°if the circuit is only resistive (a system with no cell membranes) and 90°if the circuit is only capacitive (a system of membranes with no fluid).
Other Explanatory Variables
We ascertained participant race-ethnicity based on self-report (non-Hispanic white, non-Hispanic black, Mexican American and other). We considered participants to have diabetes if a physician had informed them that they had "diabetes" or if they recorded a hemoglobin A1c≥6 %. We considered participants to have evidence of liver disease if they recorded an aspartate aminotransferase (AST)>37 U/L or alanine aminotransferase (ALT)>40 U/L for men and either AST or ALT>31 U/L for women. We defined chronic kidney disease as either prevalent microalbuminuria in the presence of a normal estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR, calculated using the Mayo quadratic equation) or an eGFR<60 mL/min/1.73 m 2.21, 22 We considered participants to have peripheral arterial disease if they reported calf pain with activity that was relieved with rest. Similarly, we considered participants to have coronary artery disease if they reported chest pain with activity that was relieved with rest, or if they reported a prior myocardial infarction. We identified participants with arthritis, cancer, chronic lung disease, congestive heart failure or history of stroke based on self-reported physician diagnosis. Questions used to identify these conditions are described in detail in a separate publication. 23 We considered the presence of one or more of peripheral arterial disease, coronary artery disease, heart failure or stroke as "overt cardiovascular disease." Blood pressure was measured according to a protocol described elsewhere 24 ; hypertension was defined as a blood pressure>140/90, in accord with the guidelines established in the Seventh Report of the Joint National Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure. 25 
Statistical Analysis
We conducted data analysis with SAS, accounting for oversampling, stratification and clustering. 26 Because body composition differs widely by sex, we conducted sex stratified analyses for frailty and mortality. We ranked phase angle stratified by sex into quintiles, with the upper three quintiles serving as reference. We also examined phase angle as a continuous variable using a linear spline with a single knot at five and six degrees, for men and women, respectively. Results from this method were similar to the analysis by quintiles, so they are not presented here. We controlled for eight comorbidities (diabetes, history of non-skin cancer, chronic lung disease, chronic liver disease, chronic kidney disease, overt cardiovascular disease, arthritis, and hypertension); however, only five (diabetes, chronic lung disease, chronic kidney disease, cardiovascular disease and arthritis) were significantly associated with frailty and remained in our model. For the discrete frailty outcome, we used multivariable logistic regression. In logistic regression models, discrimination was assessed using the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. Calibration was assessed using the HosmerLemeshow goodness-of-fit test.
To determine whether narrow phase angle was independently associated with mortality, we performed a proportional hazards ("Cox") regression analysis, accounting for the complex survey design and sample weights (SUDAAN version 10, Cary, NC). We created two models, one for women and one for men, that adjusted for age and race-ethnicity as well as the five comorbidities noted above. To determine whether phase angle was associated with mortality among persons with limited comorbidity, we created two additional models: one restricted to participants with no more than one of hypertension, diabetes and arthritis and none of the other comorbid conditions (reflecting organ system failure) considered in our original models (n=1,517), and another restricted to participants with none of the comorbid conditions (n=414). Plots of log (−log [survival rate]) against log (survival time) were performed to establish the validity of the proportionality assumption. Since we looked at two outcomes (frailty and mortality) in sex-stratified analyses, we considered p values < 0.0125 (0.05/4) statistically significant.
RESULTS
Of the 33,994 NHANES III participants, 4,667 participants met inclusion criteria (Table 1) . Basic anthropomorphic and comorbidity data for this cohort have been published elsewhere. 23 Among 2,379 women, the prevalence of frailty was 4.91 % (standard error of the percent 0.63), mean reactance was 64.2 Ω (standard error 0.6 Ω) and mean resistance was 584.4 Ω (standard error 4.8 Ω). Among 2,288 men, the prevalence of frailty was 2.66 % (standard error of the percent 0.46), mean reactance and mean resistance were 56.2 Ω (standard error 0.5 Ω) and 479.0 Ω (standard error 3.8 Ω), respectively. Calculated from these values, mean phase angle for women was 6.3°(standard error 0.05°); mean phase angle among men was 6.7°( standard error 0.05°). Distribution of phase angle among women and men is shown in Figure 2 .
Phase Angle and Frailty
Phase angle was associated with frailty in both women and men. In women, the first (range 2.655 to 5.419°) quintile for phase angle was associated with a significantly higher odds of frailty, even after adjustment for age (stratified by decade), race-ethnicity and comorbidities ( Table 2 ). The second quintile (range 5.423 to 6.020°) for phase angle in women was marginally associated with a higher odds of frailty, but did not meet our stringent significance requirement (p value 0.049). Results for men were consistent with the results for women. In men, the first quintile of phase angle (range 3.070 to 5.646°) was associated with a significantly higher odds of frailty ( Table 3 ). The models exhibited good discrimination and were well calibrated.
Phase Angle and Mortality
Narrow phase angle was associated with mortality in both women and men (Fig. 3) . These findings were independent of age, race-ethnicity, comorbidity and the presence or absence of frailty (data not shown). Over a 12-year follow-up period, the adjusted mortality hazard ratio associated with narrow phase Of the 4,667 persons included in the study sample, 1,517 met inclusion criteria for the limited comorbidity subpopulation. Of those, 414 were free of any of the eight comorbidities we identified, and 1,103 reported only one of: hypertension (n=753), arthritis (n=262) or diabetes (n= 88). Narrow phase angle was significantly associated with mortality in women and men who had limited or no comorbidity. Among women, phase angle in the first quintile conferred a relative hazard for mortality of 2.6 (95 % CI 1.5 to 4.7); among men, phase angle in the first quintile conferred a relative hazard of 2.4 (95 % CI 1.4 to 4.0). Among the 414 participants with no comorbidity, relative hazards for mortality among women and men with phase angles in the lowest quintiles were 5.9 (95 % CI 2.4 
DISCUSSION
Using data from a nationally representative sample of older adults, we found phase angle to be associated with frailty in both women and men. Among women, study participants with phase angle in the first quintile demonstrated a more than four-fold higher odds of frailty; for women with phase angle in the second quintile, the odds of frailty were nearly two-fold higher than for women with wider phase angles (above 6.0°). Among men, the significantly increased odds of frailty was limited to phase angles in the first quintile (below 5.7°), and was roughly three-fold higher than for men with wider phase angles. Narrow phase angle was significantly associated with mortality, even after accounting for age, race-ethnicity and comorbidity. Given the high degree of comorbidity among frail study participants, it is not surprising that a measure associated with frailty (phase angle) predicts mortality in this group. However, phase angle also provided prognostic value among persons with limited comorbidity. Among the groups with limited or no comorbidity, persons with narrow phase angle demonstrated a higher risk of mortality over the followup period, suggesting that measurement of phase angle could help to risk stratify otherwise healthy older adults.
The association between narrow phase angle and mortality in populations with a variety of disabling chronic diseases has been well documented. For example, among persons with advanced HIV infection, phase angle was a more potent predictor of survival than CD4 cell count. 17 Phase angle has also been associated with survival among persons with dialysis-requiring chronic kidney disease, 13 ,16,18,27,28 lung cancer, 29 colorectal and pancreatic cancer, 14, 15 and liver cirrhosis. 8 Despite these associations, the precise clinical interpretation of phase angle remains elusive. Phase angle could reflect a measure of cellular integrity. Several studies have shown a direct correlation among phase angle and nutritional status (e.g., serum albumin), and an inverse correlation with markers of inflammation or disease activity. 30, 31 We propose that phase angle can be interpreted as a global marker of health in aging, and that older adults with narrower phase angles are at increased risk for two of the principal hallmarks of unhealthy aging: frailty and mortality, whether in the presence or absence of comorbidity.
Experienced clinicians can readily identify older persons at risk for frailty among those with various comorbidities such as cardiovascular disease and impaired kidney or liver function. In addition, BIA may enable clinicians to identify apparently healthy older adults at risk for death and adverse events. While efforts intended to increase phase angle have not been undertaken, nor has evidence accumulated that a change in phase angle can modify risk, apparently healthy older persons with narrow phase angles would appear to be ideal candidates for closer observation by their primary providers and/or for referral to physical or occupational therapy, physiatry and/or geriatric medicine, for focused assessment and intervention.
Our study's strengths include analysis of a nationally representative sample of US adults with robust recruitment of persons older than 80 years. Follow-up, while limited to mortality, was exceptionally complete. Furthermore, our study utilizes an examination technique, BIA, that is known for ease of use and reproducibility; our analysis relies on phase angle, which is calculated directly. Other studies that report BIA data often use regression equations that incorporate measured resistance and reactance with patient characteristics to estimate body compartments. These equations are limited in that they depend on the population in which they were derived, and errors may be introduced when these equations are applied to non-source populations. Our use of the phase angle circumvents the problems inherent in the use of regression equations to estimate body composition in a population for which those equations have not been validated.
Our study also carries a few important limitations. First, NHANES III data are primarily cross-sectional. However, the NHANES III data do offer the first wave of mortality data to be published for an NHANES data set and this follow-up allows for estimation of mortality risk in subgroups of NHANES III participants. Second, home examined survey participants did not undergo BIA, and so could not be included in the analysis. Since these participants tended to have more comorbidity than other participants, we have probably underestimated the prevalence of frailty. Finally, while we adjusted for comorbidity, there is likely confounding of the phase angle-frailty and phase angle-mortality associations by other unmeasured characteristics or conditions. However, the association between phase angle and frailty remained strong among persons with no or limited comorbidity, which lessens the risk that the association is due in large part to unaccounted for confounding. Additionally, if phase angle can capture some of the more subtle factors leading to frailty and mortality, application of the technology, given its safety and low cost, may prove worthwhile.
The intersection of body composition analysis and aging is an important area of research with much to be studied. Future research should focus on longitudinal data that demonstrate how phase angle changes over time in adults who are aging well and poorly. Also, interventional studies should be undertaken to demonstrate which interventions, if any, might increase (widen) phase angle in individuals. It remains to be demonstrated if widening the phase angle could lower the risks of frailty, mortality or other complications.
